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SRI Indices – The recent past

Corporate Viewpoint: example of Total

SRI Indices
- Systematic questioning
- Rating based on methodologies
- Visibility

Total: context 5 years ago
- Start of organised approach to address ESG factors
- Ambivalent reputation

Total: evolution of ESG over last 5 years
- Deployment of advanced policies, systems and tools:
  => Better risk management
  => Improved acceptability
- Inclusion in SRI indices:
  => FTSE4Good, DJSI (World and Europe), ASPI
  => CDP’s Climate Disclosure Leaders
SRI Indices – The challenges of the future

Unprecedented changes in the world

- Resource constraints
- Effects of environmental damage
- Shifts of geo-political and financial power
- Evolving demographics…

Companies will need to adapt

- Strategy / products & services portfolios
- Business models

SRI & SRI Indices

- So far: review of many generic issues within unchanged business models
- Future: need for more emphasis on strategic issues (?)